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Spartak fan Leonid Saffyanikov later died in a hospital, where the suspect reportedly took him in a taxi
after their fight.

The Moscow suburb of Pushkino has closed a market near the site of a deadly attack on a 22-
year-old fan of Moscow's Spartak football club, Leonid Saffyanikov.

The market close to Pushkino's train station and “other objects of unsanctioned trading”
have been closed in the aftermath of Wednesday night's attack, the Pushkino district's press
service told RIA Novosti on Friday.

The suspected attacker, 25-year-old Pushkino resident Zhakhongir Akhmedov, fled to his
homeland of Uzbekistan after the altercation, only to be detained on Thursday and extradited
to Russia, the Moscow region's investigative department said in an online statement.

Supposed friends of Saffyanikov, who died of his injuries in a hospital, organized an
unsanctioned meeting on Thursday evening in Pushkino, calling for the crime “not remain
unpunished” and for all illegal migrants to be “cleaned out from the markets,” which are

http://mosobl.sledcom.ru/news/detail.php?news=11033


popular places of employment for people from Central Asia and the North Caucasus.

Saffyanikov allies put up posters claiming that Akhmedov was an illegal immigrant, however,
a spokeswoman for the Federal Migration Service said that he was living in Russia legally,
Interfax reported.

The appearance of the posters coupled with the ultra-nationalist reputation of some Spartak
fans had sparked fears of riots similar to those which took place in 2010, when the shooting of
a Spartak fan in an inter-ethnic fight led to outbreaks of violence in central Moscow, and two
deaths.

Police told RIA Novosti that about 500 people walked through the streets of Pushkino on
Thursday after a service was held to remember Saffyanikov.

A Moscow region police spokesman said Friday morning that 57 people had been given
administrative protocols for disorderly conduct and, but that no serious incidents had been
reported.

See also:
Death of Spartak Fan Inspires Fear of Repercussion
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